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Add-on parts | Aerodynamics | Rear spoilers | Boot lids

existing A2227930088 Rear spoiler, primed

A rear spoiler from Mercedes-Benz significantly boosts the car's aero-
dynamics. Tailored to the contours of the vehicle for a sporty design. 
Top-class materials produce a high-quality feel. Colour options precision-
tailored to the vehicle. Simple to retrofit: secured using double-sided 
adhesive tape. Does not need to be entered in the vehicle documents.

X X X X now

Add-on parts | Visual enhancements | Trim | Exterior mirror housings

existing A2058110100 Exterior mirror cover, Carbon-Style, 
carbon-effect

PLEASE NOTE: Only certified for the following countries:
Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, Hungary, 
Czech Republic, Spain, Serbia, Austria, Luxembourg, Norway, Finland, 
Denmark, Romania, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Greece, Croatia, Slovenia, 
Slovakia, Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Turkey, Macedonia, 
Ukraine, South Africa, Cyprus, Malta, Malaysia, Albania, Egypt, USA, 
Canada.

Recommendation: fit cover to black exterior mirrors to minimise colour 
contrast.
PLEASE NOTE: Check national restrictions.

X X now

Add-on parts | Visual enhancements | Trim | Door handle recesses

existing A2057604000 Door handle recess, large, 2-piece, high-
sheen chromed

High-sheen door handle recesses in chrome design. Protect the recess 
behind the door handle from scratches and offer a high-quality, individual 
look.

X X X X now
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Comfort | Load compartment | Boot tubs | Shallow tubs

existing A2228140041 Boot tub, shallow, black, polypropylene

Not suitable for vehicles with the following optional extra Codes: 223 
(rear backrest adjustment), 224 (individual rear seats), 406 (multicon-
tour rear seat),
453 (seat with recline function), 308 (refrigerator in rear),
ME04 (hybrid).

X X X X now

new A2228141200 Boot tub, shallow, black, polypropylene

Not suitable for vehicles with the following optional extra Codes: 223 
(rear backrest adjustment), 224 (individual rear seats), 406 (multicon-
tour rear seat),
453 (seat with recline function), 308 (refrigerator in rear),
ME04 (hybrid).
With CCC Mark.

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Stowage crate

existing A0008140041 Stowage crate, black

The stowage crate can be divided into 4 sections with the aid of rigid 
partitions, making it ideal for stowing shopping bags. It is secured in 
place by means of tensioning straps, which are attached to the load-
securing rings. 
Full functionality only in conjunction with the shallow boot tub.
Capacity: 66 litres.

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Load compartment management

existing A0009870400 Luggage-securing feature, black
For fixing objects in the boot, with Mercedes-Benz lettering. 
Securing against sliding in normal driving operation. Holding back 
objects in the event of a crash not guaranteed.

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load compartment management | Concertina load sill protector

existing A2536932000 Concertina load sill protector, plastic /  
foam, black

Protects the rear of the vehicle from scratches when you’re loading 
up – and prevents dirt from the vehicle from getting onto your clothes. 
Practical design – can be secured to shallow boot tub or reversible mat.

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Mats | Reversible mat

existing A2226800046 Reversible mat, black

Not suitable for vehicles with the following optional extra Codes: 223 
(rear backrest adjustment), 224 (individual rear seats), 406 (multicon-
tour rear seat),
453 (seat with recline function), 308 (refrigerator in rear),
ME04 (hybrid), ME05 (hybrid), M157 (AMG engine variant), M279 (AMG 
engine variant).

X X X X now
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Comfort | Load compartment | Load-securing features/Nets/Partitions | Tie-down strap

existing A0008900294 Tie-down strap, black

The adjustable strap has a ratchet fastener which prevents slipping. The 
strap prevents the load from being damaged and protects passengers 
from flying objects if the brakes are applied suddenly. Simple for the 
customer to fit. Tensile strength 600 daN. Length = 5 m

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Load-securing features/Nets/Partitions | Net for floor of load compartment

existing A2228680074 Luggage net, floor of load compartment, 
black

Not suitable for vehicles with the following optional extra Codes: 308 
(refrigerator in rear), ME05 (hybrid).
W222 (07/13- ), V222 (07/13- ): Cannot be fitted in conjunction with 
ME04, ME05 (HYBRID).

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | Shopping crate

existing A2038400020 Shopping crate, collapsible, anthracite

The collapsible shopping crate functions as a versatile and practical 
transport and stowage facility. 
When not in use, it can simply be folded flat and stowed away. Simple for 
the customer to fit.

X X X X now

Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | EASY-PACK boot box

existing A2228400002 EASY-PACK boot box, black, plastic

The EASY-PACK box makes optimum use of the space in the boot. The 
flexible box is ideal for secure, non-slip stowage of smaller items. It has 
a maximum load capacity of 10 kilograms and the roll-out mechanism 
means that the volume can be varied between 7 and 55 litres.

X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Style & Travel Equipment | Head restraint element

existing A0008103300 Base support, Style & Travel Equipment, 
black, plastic

The "Style & Travel Equipment" components are simple to attach and 
remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can 
be combined with the product of your choice – coat hanger, universal 
hook or folding table.

X X X X now

existing A0008103400 Coat hanger, Style & Travel Equipment, 
black, plastic

The "Style & Travel Equipment" components are simple to attach and 
remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can 
be combined with the product of your choice – coat hanger, universal 
hook or folding table.To fit product, a base support (A000 810 3300) is 
required!

X X X X now

existing A0008140000 Bag hook, Style & Travel Equipment, black, 
plastic

The "Style & Travel Equipment" components are simple to attach and 
remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can 
be combined with the product of your choice – coat hanger, bag hook or 
folding table.To fit product, a base support (A000 810 3300) is required!

X X X X now
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existing A0008160000 Folding table, Style & Travel Equipment, 
black, plastic

The "Style & Travel Equipment" components are simple to attach and 
remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can 
be combined with the product of your choice – coat hanger, universal 
hook or folding table.Cup holder insert in folding table.
To fit product, a base support (A000 810 3300) is required!

X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Style & Travel Equipment | Slot for modules

existing A0008104100 Coat hanger, Style & Travel Equipment with 
direct adapter, black, plastic

For Code 866 (Passenger Cars) / EI7 (VAN, RoW) / EM4 (VAN, China)

The Style & Travel Equipment components with direct adapter are simple 
to attach and remove. The system is based around a direct adapter in 
the coat hanger/folding table.

X X now

existing A0008160200 Folding table, Style & Travel Equipment with 
direct adapter, black, plastic

For Code 866 (Passenger Cars) / EI7 (VAN, RoW) / EM4 (VAN, China)

The Style & Travel Equipment components with direct adapter are simple 
to attach and remove. The system is based around a direct adapter in 
the coat hanger/folding table.

X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Coolboxes/Coolbags/Minibars | Coolbags/Coolboxes &amp; accessories

existing A0009820021 Rectifier, black The rectifier allows coolbag or coolbox to be connected to socket at 
home. X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Coolboxes/Coolbags/Minibars | Coolboxes

existing A0008204206 Coolbox, black / grey, polyester

Can cool down to 20°C below ambient temperature, maximum cooling 
is -2°C. 
Capacity 24 litres. Requires access to 12V socket. For safety reasons 
it is recommended to stow and secure the coolbox in the luggage 
compartment. 
For deactivation, the coolbox must be unplugged.
The "0" position is an interrupt position, which had to be installed for 
technical reasons and which only deactivates the cooling element, not 
the ventilator. 
Recommendation: Set coolbox permanently to cold or warm and just 
pull the plug.

X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Perfume atomiser

existing A0008990088 Flacon perfume atomiser, FREESIDE MOOD, 
transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. Citrus elements combine with tea at 
the heart of this perfume, which is rounded off elegantly with floral top 
notes. The base notes include hints of cedar, patchouli and ambergris. 
Overall: very rounded and harmonious.

X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Style & Travel Equipment | Head restraint element
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existing A0008990188 Flacon perfume atomiser, SPORTS MOOD, 
transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. This perfume is based on a harmony 
of lime blossom and fresh, light green leaves. The lime blossom at 
the heart of this perfume is surrounded by light, floral tones such as 
magnolia, gardenia and violet. The green top notes take their freshness 
and lightness from aspects of grapefruit and watermelon, while the base 
notes have a mossy nuance.

X X X X now

existing A0008990200 Flacon perfume atomiser, AGARWOOD 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. "Elegance, opulence and luxury", 
golden resins and a velvety warmth, distinctive wood notes and refined 
smokiness create an impressive fragrance experience.

X X X X now

existing A0008990288 Flacon perfume atomiser, DOWNTOWN 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml. Transparent, floral combination 
of jasmine and lilac, with warm undertones of musk, ambergris and a 
cashmere note. Top notes include magnolia and rosewood for freshness, 
peach for softness and an intriguing metallic effect.

X X X X now

existing A0008990388 Flacon perfume atomiser, NIGHTLIFE 
MOOD, transparent / black

Flacon for perfume atomiser, 15 ml.
NIGHTLIFE MOOD is enriched with complementary wood notes that give 
the scent body. Cool spices such as cardamom and pink pepper lend a 
freshness to the top notes. And the hint of a particular aldehyde balance 
adds a subtle cognac effect. In the base notes the wood tones combine 
with frankincense, ambergris and vanilla to create a soft, silky elegance.

X X X X now

existing A0008990900 Flacon perfume atomiser, PACIFIC MOOD, 
transparent / black

AIR-BALANCE package. The interior of the vehicle can be fragranced 
to suit your own individual preference with the AIR-BALANCE package 
(optional extra Code P21). Flacon, PACIFIC MOOD. Lemon and orange 
top notes, accompanied by a blend of spices.

X X X X now

existing A2228990188 Flacon perfume atomiser, empty, 
transparent Empty flacon for individual fragrance. X X X X now

existing A2388990400 Flacon perfume atomiser, DAYBREAK 
MOOD, transparent / black

AIR-BALANCE package. The interior of the vehicle can be fragranced 
to suit your own individual preference with the AIR-BALANCE package 
(option code P21). Flacon, DAYBREAK MOOD. Fragrance family: slightly 
fruity, spicy.

X X X X now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Perfume atomiser
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Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set

existing A22268059487N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, greige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268059488S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, silk beige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268060487N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, greige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268060488S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, silk beige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X X now

existing A22268060488T47 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, espresso brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268060489F87 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, black

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X X now

existing A22268063487N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, greige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front-passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now

existing A22268063488T47 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, espresso brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now

existing A22268064487N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, greige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front-passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now
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existing A22268064488S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, silk beige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front-passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now

existing A22268064488T47 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, espresso brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now

existing A22268064489F87 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, black

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front-passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X now

existing A22268067027N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, greige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268067028S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, silk beige

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X X now

existing A22268067028T47 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, espresso brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268067029F87 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, black

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X X now

existing A22268069027N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, greige

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models with 
hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X shortly

existing A22268069028S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, silk beige

Velour mats, set of 4, with Classic cut pile, high-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and original fastening system on driver, front pas-
senger and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models 
with hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set
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existing A22268069028T47 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, espresso brown

Velour mats, set of 4, with Classic cut pile, high-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and original fastening system on driver, front pas-
senger and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models 
with hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X now

existing A22268069029F87 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, black

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models with 
hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X X now

existing A22268070487N99 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
PLUG-IN HYBRID, RHD, crystal grey

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and genuine fastening system on driver, front 
passenger and rear mats. Only for vehicles with PLUG-IN HYBRID (S 500 
PLUG-IN HYBRID)!

X now

existing A22268070488S84 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
PLUG-IN HYBRID, RHD, silk beige

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Only for vehicles with PLUG-IN HYBRID (S 500 PLUG-IN 
HYBRID)!

X now

existing A22268070489F87 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
PLUG-IN HYBRID, RHD, black

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and genuine fastening system on driver, front 
passenger and rear mats. Only for vehicles with PLUG-IN HYBRID (S 500 
PLUG-IN HYBRID)!

X now

existing A22268064487P92 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, magma grey

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X X now

existing A22268064488V37 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, mahogany brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models. Not for vehicles with 
HYBRID PLUS (Code ME05)!

X X now

existing A22268067028V37 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, mahogany brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268067027P92 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, magma grey

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set
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existing A22268060487P92 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, magma grey

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268060488V37 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
RHD, mahogany brown

Velour floor mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models.

X now

existing A22268069028V37 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, mahogany brown

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models with 
hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X now

existing A22268069027P92 Velour floor mats CLASSIC, set, 4-piece, 
LHD, magma grey

Velour mats, set of 4. Classic cut pile. High-sheen polished metal 
Mercedes-Benz badge and fastening system on driver, front passenger 
and rear mats. Also suitable for 4MATIC models and for models with 
hybrid drive (Code ME05).

X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | all season floor mats | rear mats

existing A22268050488U51 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, rear, 
2-piece, LHD/RHD, espresso brown

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X now

existing A22268050489G33 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, rear, 
2-piece, LHD/RHD, black

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X now

existing A22268077058U51 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, rear, 
2-piece, LHD/RHD, espresso brown

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X now

existing A22268077059G33 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, rear, 
2-piece, LHD/RHD, black

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X now

existing A22268077058S85 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, rear, 
2-piece, LHD/RHD, silk beige

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Modern 
design with recessed areas and raised border.With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Velour floor mats | Set
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Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | all season floor mats | Driver/co-driver mat

existing A22268045488U51 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, RHD, espresso brown

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X now

existing A22268045489G33 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, driver’s/
co-driver’s mat, 2-piece, RHD, black

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X X X now

existing A22268076058U51 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, espresso brown

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X now

existing A22268076059G33 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, driver’s/
co-driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, black

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest 
design with recessed areas and raised edge. With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X X X now

existing A22268076058S85 All-season floor mats CLASSIC, driver’s/co-
driver’s mat, 2-piece, LHD, silk beige

Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Modern 
design with recessed areas and raised border.With distinctive Mercedes 
star logo.

X X X X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Driver/co-driver mat

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, driver/passenger 
mat, set of 2, LHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X X XXX

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, driver/passenger 
mat, set of 2, RHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X X XXX

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Rear mats

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear, set of 2, 
LHD/RHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
07/13
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07/13
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07/17

XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.
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new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear, set of 2, 
LHD/RHD, black Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear with transmis-
sion tunnel, set of 3, LHD/RHD, black

Without code 864.
Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear with transmis-
sion tunnel, set of 3, LHD/RHD, black

Without code 864.
Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear with transmis-
sion tunnel, set of 3, LHD/RHD, black

With code 864.
Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

new XXX EXCLUSIVE velour mats, rear with transmis-
sion tunnel, set of 3, LHD/RHD, black

With code 864.
Exclusive velour mats with particularly deep, thick pile. X XXX

Protectors &amp; covers | Body | Mud flaps | Front set

existing A2228900900 Mud flaps, front set, black, painted Not valid for vehicles with AMG Line (Code 772). X X X X shortly

Protectors &amp; covers | Body | Mud flaps | Rear set

existing A2228901000 Mud flaps, rear set, black, painted Not valid for vehicles with AMG Line (Code 772). X X X X now

Protectors &amp; covers | Floor mats | Deep-pile mats | Rear mats

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
07/13
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XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.
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Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | BABY-SAFE plus with automatic child seat recognition

existing A0009701000
BABY-SAFE plus child seat, with automatic 
child seat recognition, ECE, anthracite / 
grey, DaimlerSquare

Weight group 0+: weight up to 13 kg; age from birth to around 15 
months. 
Vehicles without automatic child seat recognition (optional extra Code 
U18) in front passenger seat but with front passenger airbag: do not use 
on front passenger seat!

X X shortly

existing A0009705700
BABY-SAFE plus II child seat, with automatic 
child seat recognition, ECE + China, black, 
Limited Black

"BABY-SAFE plus II" child seat. Deep, moulded seat design offers extra 
side-impact protection for optimum safety. Special padding, designed to 
protect particularly vulnerable body areas of infants aged up to around 
15 months (up to 13 kg).
W222 (07/13- ), V222 (07/13- ): Cannot be fitted in conjunction with 
belt bag.

X X X X shortly

Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | DUO plus without automatic child seat recognition

existing A0009705800 DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX, ECE + 
China, black, Limited Black

"DUO plus" child seat. Optimum safety for children between the ages of 
around 9 months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top 
tether,
an additional belt for securing the head section, a height-adjustable 
harness, ventilation channels and ISOFIX attachment points. Adjustable 
tilt

X X X X shortly

Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | DUO plus with automatic child seat recognition

existing A00097021009H95
DUO plus child seat, w ISOFIX and autom. 
child seat recognit., ECE, black, Limited 
Black

Group I: weight 9 to 18 kg; age from around 9 months to around 4 years. 
Front-facing.
Secured using vehicle's 3-point seat belt or ISOFIX and top tether.

X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 2-3 | KIDFIX without automatic child seat recognition

existing A0009705900 KidFix child seat, with ISOFIT, ECE + China, 
black, Limited Black

"KIDFIX" child seat. Booster seat for optimum side-impact protection, 
with height-adjustable backrest. In addition to the 3-point seat belt, the 
"KIDFIX" child seat is secured using the ISOFIT attachment system. For 
children between around 3.5 and 12 years of age (15 to 36 kg).

X X X X now

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
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Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 2-3 | KIDFIX XP

existing A0009706100 KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIT, ECE, 
black

Specification: front-facing child restraint system for child seat Group II 
+ III.
Body weight: from 15 to 36 kg.
Age: from around 3.5 to 12 years.
Approval: ECE R 44/04.
Product features:
Enhanced safety as a result of XP-PAD, which reduces forces acting on 
the child by up to 20 percent.

Attached to the on-board ISOFIX or i-Size attachment points via ISOFIT 
system or secured using the 3-point seat belt.

Intuitive seat belt guide ensures correct positioning of the 3-point seat 
belt for optimum safety

X X X X shortly

Safety | Child safety | Child seat accessories

existing A00097001559H95 BABY-SAFE plus II child seat, Sun canopy, 
black, Limited Black

Sun canopy, which is simple to attach, protects the baby from intense 
sunlight. X X X X now

existing A00097039009H95 Replacement cover for BABY-SAFE plus II, 
black, Limited Black

Elegant replacement cover for the BABY-SAFE plus II child seat in 
"Limited Black" design. The easy-care cover is breathable, washable and 
easy to remove, helping to retain your child seat's smart, clean look.

X X X X now

existing A00097040009H95 Replacement cover for DUO plus, black, 
Limited Black

The replacement cover for the "DUO plus" child seat from Mercedes-
Benz in Limited Black makes it easy to ring the changes. It is removable 
and washable. Breathable, ensuring comfort for young occupants.

X X X X shortly

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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existing A00097041009H95 Replacement cover for KIDFIX, black, 
Limited Black

Robust, breathable replacement cover for the KIDFIX child seat in the 
"Limited Black" design. X X X X now

existing A0009708100 Replacement cover for KIDFIX XP, black, 
Limited Black

The easy-care cover is crease-resistant, washable and easy to remove. 
3-piece replacement cover. X X X X now

Safety | Snow chains | Snow chains

existing B67550108 Snow chain, RUD-matic DISC

AMG model variants: exclusively with V12 engine, valid here for wheel 
size 255/40 R 19.

MB passenger cars: see snow chain overview

X X X X now

existing B67550884 Snow chain, RUD-matic, 255, 40, R20

W222 (07/13- ), V222 (07/13- ): Approved for AMG models (model 
variant 222.077 / .177 / .178) with the following wheel/tyre com-
binations: 8.5 x 19 with size 255/45 R19 tyre and 8.5 x 20 with size 
255/40 R20 tyre.

X X X X shortly

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery

existing A0009820321 Charger with trickle charge function, 25 A The kit consists of the following parts: Battery charger with trickle 
charge functions and insulated clamps, plus instructions for use. X X X X now

existing A0009822921 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, USA

For USA only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium 
batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X X X now

Safety | Child safety | Child seat accessories

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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existing A0009823021 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, ECE

For ECE, except UK and Switzerland.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium 
batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X X now

existing A0009823121
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 
A, for lead-acid and lithium batteries, 
Switzerland

For Switzerland only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium 
batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X X X now

existing A0009823221 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, UK

For UK only.
Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium 
batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

X X X X now

existing A0009823321 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, China

New energy: this compact, cutting-edge charger is specially tailored 
to Mercedes-Benz requirements. It "revives", recharges, checks and 
maintains the charge. Precise: - charges with the correct voltage and 
correct charging current. User-friendly: - fully automatic, 4-stage char-
ging. - pulsed trickle charge function. - ensures longest possible battery 
life. - capable of charging totally flat batteries. Reassuring: no damage 
to electronics connected to battery. The system is protected against 
sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles 
(IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to 
max. 120 Ah. Simple to use. Ideal for seasonal or showroom vehicles. 
Ready to go again in no time: design and function characteristically 
Mercedes-Benz.

X X X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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existing A0009823421 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, AUS/NZ

New energy: this compact, cutting-edge charger is specially tailored 
to Mercedes-Benz requirements. It "revives", recharges, checks and 
maintains the charge. Precise: - charges with the correct voltage and 
correct charging current. User-friendly: fully automatic, 4-stage charging. 
- pulsed trickle charge function. - ensures longest possible battery life. - 
capable of charging totally flat batteries.Reassuring: no damage to elec-
tronics connected to battery. The system is protected against sparks, 
short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 
Ah. Simple to use. Ideal for seasonal or showroom vehicles. Ready to go 
again in no time: design and functions characteristically Mercedes-Benz.

X X X now

existing A0009824503
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, United 
Arab Emirates

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65).
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 
Ah.

X X X now

existing A0009824603
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, South 
Korea

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65).
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 
Ah.

X X X now

existing A0009824703 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Brazil

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 
Ah.

X X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery
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existing A0009824803 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Japan

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailo-
red to your vehicle's complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. 
Ensures longest possible battery life. Capable of charging totally flat 
batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system 
is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets 
and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 
Ah.

X X X shortly

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Fluorescent jackets

existing A0005830461 Fluorescent jacket, orange High-visibility jacket. EN471-approved. Washable. Highly visible colour 
with fluorescent reflex stripes. Single jacket: orange. X X Still to be 

confirmed

existing A0005833500 Fluorescent jacket, compact, ECE, yellow

Approved pursuant to DIN EN ISO 20471.
Valid for countries which accept DIN EN ISO 20471.

Fluorescent jacket became a statutory requirement for private cars in 
Germany from 1 July 2014. This requirement already exists for com-
mercially used vehicles. A fluorescent jacket must be available in every 
vehicle. It is recommended that there be a fluorescent jacket on board 
for each occupant. In some countries this is a statutory requirement.
Not valid for USA (Code 494), Canada (Code 460), Australia (Code 625), 
New Zealand (Code 919L).

X X X X now

existing A0005834300 Fluorescent jacket, compact, USA/CAN, 
yellow

Approved as per ANSI/ISEA 107.

Valid for USA (Code 494), Canada (460), Australia (Code 625), New 
Zealand (Code 919L).

It is recommended that there be a fluorescent jacket on board for each 
occupant.
Valid for USA (Code 494), Canada (460), Australia (Code 625), New 
Zealand (Code 919L).

X X X X now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery
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Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | Nokia

existing A2048204351 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
Nokia 6500 classic

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s exter-
nal aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard-fit 
Bluetooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2128200251 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
Nokia 6700 classic

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s exter-
nal aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard-fit 
Bluetooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2128200451 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
Nokia 6303, 6303i

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s exter-
nal aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard-fit 
Bluetooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2128200551 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
Nokia N8-00

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s exter-
nal aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard-fit 
Bluetooth® interface.

X X now

Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | Samsung

existing A2128202151 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
Samsung Galaxy S3

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s exter-
nal aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard-fit 
Bluetooth® interface.

The holder is not approved for use with the Samsung Galaxy S3 LTE 
variant.
Not in conjunction with Code 856 (Business Telephony in the rear) 
+Code 223 (electr. adjustable rear seats with memory function) or Code 
224 (First-Class rear suite).
Not in conjunction with Code 856+224

X now
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Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | Bluetooth® SAP

existing A2129066303 Bluetooth® (SAP) telephone module, 
Version 4, NTG4.5, NTG5, NTG5.5

The telephone module provides optimal phone and internet connecti-
vity. The integrated UMTS module and the direct link to the vehicle's 
external aerial ensure a fast, stable and reliable connection. You can 
simultaneously talk on the phone, use online functions and receive text 
messages via your multimedia system. The telephone module can be 
used as a permanently installed telephone and as a data modem and 
is easy to operate via the multimedia system with all the advantages 
of the pre-installation. The module also allows access to the contact 
details on the SIM card and features a USB port via which your mobile 
can be recharged if required. The telephone module can be operated via 
the SIM card in your mobile phone or a mini SIM card can be inserted 
directly into the module.

X X now

Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | Apple

existing A2128200200 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
iPhone® 5/5s

The holder offers the following advantages: - mobile's battery is charged 
- optimum reception quality (as a result of using the vehicle's external 
aerial) - access to internal phone memory - simple, convenient control 
via multifunction steering wheel - reliability as a result of charging 
function Charging automatically begins when mobile is clicked into place 
in holder. When the phone is in the holder, calls can be answered and 
made via the vehicle’s hands-free system. Integration into the on-board 
audio system ensures optimum sound quality and good comprehensi-
bility in diverse driving situations. Connection to an external aerial also 
ensures optimum reception. The telephony function is realised via the 
standard Bluetooth® interface.
USB NTG5 only in conjunction with media cable A222 820 0300
Not in conjunction with Code 856+224

X X now

existing A2128201951 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
iPhone® 4/iPhone® 4S

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386. 

Not in conjunction with iOS7.
The holder charges the phone and connects it to the vehicle’s external 
aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard Blu-
etooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2128202100 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
iPhone® 5

The Apple iPhone® 5c may not be used in the holder. The holder is iOS 
7-compatible.
Not in conjunction with Code 856+224

X X now
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Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | BlackBerry

existing A2048203251 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry 8300, 8310, 8320

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the mobile and connects it to the vehicle’s external 
aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard Blu-
etooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2048203651 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry 8100, 8110, 8120 Pearl

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the mobile and connects it to the vehicle’s external 
aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard Blu-
etooth® interface.
W222 (07/13- ): Not in conjunction with Code 856 (Business Telephony 
in the rear) +Code 223 (electr. adjustable rear seats with memory 
function) or Code 224 (First-Class rear suite).

X X now

existing A2128200951 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry Pearl 3G

Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386.
The holder charges the mobile and connects it to the vehicle’s external 
aerial. The telephony functions are realised with the standard Blu-
etooth® interface.

X X now

existing A2128201351 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry 9700 / 9780 Bold Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386. X X now

existing A2128201451 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry Bold 9900 Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386. X X now

existing A2128201851 Charging holder with aerial connection for 
BlackBerry Bold 9790 Mobile communication for Convenience Telephony, Code 386. X X now
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Telematics | Mobile communication | Telephone holders | Telephone holders

existing A2228206401 Universal smartphone holder

The universal smartphone holder allows you to use a variety of different 
phones in conjunction with the vehicle's external aerial. The size of the 
holder can be altered at the upper and lower edge to offer the optimum 
fit for each smartphone. The holder is fitted to the pre-installation in 
the centre console as normal and the smartphone is connected to the 
audio system via Bluetooth®. The holder's integral aerial, together with 
the connection to the external aerial, ensures optimum reception during 
phone calls or when using the internet. Separately available charging 
cables with micro USB or Lightning connectors allow you to charge your 
smartphone in conjunction with the universal smartphone holder. A list 
of currently supported phones can be found at www.mercedes-benz.
com/connect.
Only in conjunction with Convenience Telephony/the Universal 
Telephony package (Code 386) or Business Telephony in the rear (Code 
856).

X X now

Telematics | Mobile communication | Wiring harnesses

existing A2228205115 Bluetooth® (SAP) telephone module, 
Version 4, Data cable, black

Only suitable for use in conjunction with Bluetooth® (SAP) telephone 
module, Version 4 (A212 906 6303).

USB tethering only possible in vehicles with NTG5 COMAND Online.

X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | Video systems | Rear-seat entertainment system

existing A2058200876 iPad® 4 Docking Stn for rear plug&play, kit, 
black / silver shadow

Only in conjunction with pre-installation for Entertainment System and 
Convenience Telephony (Code 866). X X X X now

existing A2058207000 iPad® Air Dock for rear plug&play, kit, black 
/ silver shadow

Only in conjunction with pre-installation for Entertainment System and 
Convenience Telephony (Code 866). X X X X now

existing A2058202001 iPad® Air 2 Dock for rear plug&play, kit, 
black / silver shadow

Only in conjunction with pre-installation for Entertainment and Comfort 
(code 866). X X X X now

existing XXX iPad® 4 Docking Station for rear, kit, black 
/ silver shadow Attached to head restraint posts. X X X X XXX
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existing XXX iPad® Air Docking Station for rear, kit, 
black / silver shadow Attached to the head restraint posts. X X X X XXX

existing XXX iPad® Air 2 Docking Station for rear, kit, 
black / silver shadow Attached to the head restraint posts. X X X X XXX

Telematics | Entertainment | Video systems | Rear-seat entertainment system accessories, electrical

existing A2228205700 Rear Seat Entertainment System, video 
cable, NTG5 Star2

Only in conjunction with Rear Seat Entertainment System (Code 864/
P46).
Suitable for iPod (gen. 3-5), iPod mini, iPod U2, iPod photo, iPod nano 
(gen. 1-5), iPod video, iPod classic, iPod touch, iPhone (gen. 1, 3G, 3GS, 
4 and 4S).
Cable kit allows connection of 30-pin Apple iPod dock connector.
Only in conjunction with Rear Seat Entertainment System (Code 864/
P46).

X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | Video systems | Style & Travel Equipment

existing A0008271900 Action cam mount, Style & Travel Equip-
ment, black, plastic

Ensure that you observe the statutory regulations that apply in the 
country in which you are using the holder, in particular data protection 
regulations.

X X X X now

new XXX Action cam mount, Style & Travel Equip-
ment with direct adapter, black, plastic

Ensure that you observe the statutory regulations that apply in the 
country in which you are using the holder, in particular data protection 
regulations.
Only in conjunction with pre-installation for Entertainment System and 
Convenience Telephony (Code 866).

X X XXX

existing A0008272000 Mount for tablet PC (head restraint), Style & 
Travel Equipment Universal mount, for attachment to head restraint. X X X X now

existing A0008272200 Mount for tablet PC (Code 866), Style & 
Travel Equipment

Only in conjunction with pre-installation for Entertainment System and 
Convenience Telephony (Code 866). Mount for all popular models of 
tablet PC.

X X X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | Video systems | Rear-seat entertainment system
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XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.
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existing A0005800800 Safety case for iPad® Air, Style & Travel 
Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005800900 Safety case for iPad® Air2, Style & Travel 
Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005801000 Safety case, iPad® Pro 9.7" (24.6 cm), 
Style & Travel Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005801200 Safety case for iPad® mini 4, Style & Travel 
Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005801400 Safety case for Samsung Galaxy Tab A, 
Style & Travel Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005801500 Safety case for Samsung Galaxy Tab S2, 
Style & Travel Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

existing A0005801600 Safety case, Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1, 
Style & Travel Equipment

The genuine Mercedes-Benz safety case protects your tablet PC against 
knocks and jolts. And the protective film supplied with the product helps 
prevent your display from being scratched.
The safety case also ensures that your tablet PC cannot slide out of the 
holder (mount for tablet PC).

X X X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | Video systems | Style & Travel Equipment
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Telematics | Entertainment | In-car hi-fi accessories and other

new A2228207205 CD player

CD player for all current music formats, fully integrated into the ope-
rating logic of your vehicle. Artist, album, title and cover art image are 
shown on your central display. Discreetly installed in the glove compart-
ment to protect from prying eyes.
Additionally-required TNR (optional extra 320 already present):
A2228207205 CD player
- A0009833800 protective felt
Additionally-required TNR (optional extra 320 not already present):
A2228207205 CD player
- A0009833800 protective felt
- A2228261300 Electrical wiring harness

X X shortly

Telematics | Entertainment | MP3 players | UCI consumer cables

existing A2138204202 Media Interface consumer cable kit, NTG5, 
NTG5.5

Cable kit allows 30-pin Apple iPod® dock connector, Apple Lightning 
connector and micro USB to be connected.
Not in conjunction with holder for iPhone® 5/5s (A212 820 0200).

X X X X now

existing A2138204302 Media Interface consumer cable, iPod®, 
NTG5, NTG5.5

Cable allows 30-pin Apple iPod® dock connector to be connected. For 
further details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect. X X X X now

existing A2138204402 Media Interface consumer cable, micro 
USB, NTG5, NTG5.5

Cable allows devices with micro USB to be connected. For further 
details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect. X X X X now

existing A2138204502 Media Interface consumer cable, Lightning, 
NTG5, NTG5.5

Can be used in conjunction with Media Interface. Suitable for iPod® 
nano (gen. 7), iPod® touch (gen. 5), iPhone® (gen. 5, 5c and 5s). Cable 
allows Apple Lightning connector to be connected. For further details, 
go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect.
Not in conjunction with holder for iPhone® 5/5s (A212 820 0200).

X X X X now

existing A2228200300 Media Interface consumer cable, Lightning, 
for iPhone® holder, NTG5

Can be used in conjunction with Media Interface. Suitable for iPod® 
nano (gen. 7), iPod® touch (gen. 5), iPhone® (gen. 5, 5C and 5S). Cable 
allows Apple Lightning connector to be connected. For further details, 
go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect.
Not in conjunction with iPhone 5/5S holder (A212 820 0200) or rear 
armrest (Code 856+223+518).
Can be used for Convenience Telephony (Code 386) in conjunction with 
holder for iPhone 5/5S (A212 820 0200).

X X X X now
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existing A2228204315 Media Interface consumer cable, iPod®, 
NTG5

Cable allows 30-pin Apple iPod® dock connector to be connected. For 
further details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect. X X X X now

existing A2228204415 Media Interface consumer cable, micro 
USB, NTG5

Cable allows devices with micro USB to be connected. For further 
details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect. X X X X now

existing A2228204515 Media Interface consumer cable kit, NTG5
The cable kit allows the 30-pin Apple iPod® dock connector and micro 
USB to be connected. For further details, go to http://www.mercedes-
benz.com/connect.

X X X X now

existing A2228206601 Universal smartphone holder, Charging 
cable, micro USB

This micro USB charging cable features a specially shaped connector 
for charging compatible smartphones in conjunction with the universal 
smartphone holder in your vehicle's centre console.
Only in conjunction with universal smartphone holder (A222 820 6401).

X X now

existing A2228206701 Universal smartphone holder, Charging 
cable, Lightning

This Lightning charging cable features a specially shaped connector 
for charging compatible smartphones in conjunction with the universal 
smartphone holder in your vehicle's centre console.
Only in conjunction with universal smartphone holder (A222 820 6401).

X X now

existing A2228208700 Media Interface consumer cable, Lightning, 
NTG5

Can be used in conjunction with Media Interface. Suitable for iPod® 
nano (gen. 7), iPod® touch (gen. 5), iPhone® (gen. 5, 5C and 5S). Cable 
allows Apple Lightning connector to be connected. For further details, 
go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect.
Not in conjunction with holder for iPhone® 5/5S (A212 820 0200).

X X X X now

existing A2228208800 Media Interface consumer cable kit, NTG5
Cable kit allows 30-pin Apple iPod® dock connector, Apple Lightning 
connector and micro USB to be connected.
Not in conjunction with holder for iPhone® 5/5S (A212 820 0200).

X X X X now

Telematics | Entertainment | MP3 players | UCI consumer cables
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Telematics | Entertainment | USB charger

existing A2138215700 USB power charger

Rapid charger for mobile phone. Intelligent "smart charging" and an 
output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to power up your device quickly and 
conveniently via the cigarette lighter while you're on the move. With 
protection against overheating and subtly illuminated USB ports that 
make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the 
charging capacity of inductive charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 
66% charge in an hour
> The product is supplied in classic black packaging, ideally suited for 
gifting.

X X X X now

existing A2138200803 USB power charger

Rapid charger for mobile phone. Intelligent "smart charging" and an 
output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to power up your device quickly and 
conveniently via the cigarette lighter while you're on the move. With 
protection against overheating and subtly illuminated USB ports that 
make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the 
charging capacity of inductive charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 
66% charge in an hour
> The product is supplied in colourful printed packaging, ideally suited to 
exhibiting in the showroom and on the counter display.

X X X X now
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Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Basic carrier bars | Basic carrier bars

existing A2228900093 Basic carrier bars, Alustyle, Style B, 2-piece, 
LHD/RHD, aluminium /  steel /  plastic

Aerodynamic basic carrier bars in aluminium. Multifunctional basis for 
attaching all Mercedes-Benz transport and leisure accessories such as 
roof boxes, bicycle racks and ski racks. Simple, secure fitting, optimum 
aerodynamics. Lockable plastic end caps help prevent theft. Optional 
accessory: bag for basic carrier bars.

X X X X now

Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Basic carrier bars | Transport bag

existing A0008900111 Transport & stowage bag, for basic carrier 
bars, black Bag for New Alustyle basic carrier bars. High-quality, robust nylon fabric. X X X X now

Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Add-ons | Bicycle rack

existing A0008900293 Bicycle rack, New Alustyle, silver-coloured 
/ black

Optional anti-theft locks (thickness: 6 mm) available under A000 583 
1995 (set of 2, common key) or A000 583 2095 (set of 4, common key). 
For max. frame diameter 98 mm (circular frame tubes) or 70 x 110 mm 
(oval frame tubes).
Taking into account max. roof load and depending on usable width of 
basic carrier bars, up to four bicycle racks can be fitted per pair of basic 
carrier bars. Bicycle racks are supplied singly.

X X X X now

Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Add-ons | Ski/snowboard rack

existing A0008900393
Ski and snowboard rack, New Alustyle, 
Comfort, silver-coloured / black, LHD/
RHD, aluminium /  plastic

Suitable for New Alustyle and Alustyle basic carrier bars and basic 
carrier bars for roof rails. Designed to hold max. 6 pairs of skis or 4 
snowboards, depending on height of bindings. Also suitable for carving 
skis. As a result of the variety of different ski and snowboard designs, in 
extreme cases we recommend that you try the rack before purchasing. 
Because cross-country skis are highly pre-tensioned, they must be 
strapped together with a tension strap before they are attached to the 
ski and snowboard rack.

X X X X now

existing A0008900493
Ski and snowboard rack, New Alustyle, 
Standard, silver-coloured / black, LHD/
RHD, aluminium /  plastic

Suitable for New Alustyle and Alustyle basic carrier bars and basic 
carrier bars for roof rails. Designed to hold max. 4 pairs of skis or 2 
snowboards, depending on height of bindings. Also suitable for carving 
skis. As a result of the variety of different ski and snowboard designs, in 
extreme cases we recommend that you try the rack before purchasing. 
Because cross-country skis are highly pre-tensioned, they must be 
strapped together with a tension strap before they are attached to the 
ski and snowboard rack.

X X X X now
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Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Add-ons | Roof boxes

existing A0008400400 Mercedes-Benz roof box 330, opens on 
both sides, silver-coloured, matt, grained

The roof box can be opened on both sides.
See car Owner’s Manual for max. roof load. Unladen weight: approx. 14 
kg. Max. payload: 50 kg.

X X X X now

existing A0008400000 Mercedes-Benz roof box 400, opens on 
both sides, black, metallic

New design: expansive surfaces combine with crisp contours to create 
an interesting play of light and shadow.
New function: aluminium handle strip on each side for easier opening 
and closing. Maximum load capacity 75 kg.
More safety: optimised attachment to carrier bars outside, 3 load-
securing straps with metal rings inside.

X X X X now

existing A0008400100 Mercedes-Benz roof box 400, opens on 
both sides, silver-coloured, matt, grained

New design: expansive surfaces combine with crisp contours to create 
an interesting play of light and shadow.
New function: aluminium handle strip on each side for easier opening 
and closing. Maximum load capacity 75 kg.
More safety: optimised attachment to carrier bars outside, 3 load-
securing straps with metal rings inside.

X X X X now

existing A0008400200 Mercedes-Benz roof box 450, opens on 
both sides, silver-coloured, matt, grained

New design: expansive surfaces combine with crisp contours to create 
an interesting play of light and shadow.
New function: aluminium handle strip on each side for easier opening 
and closing. Maximum load capacity 75 kg.
More safety: optimised attachment to carrier bars outside, 3 load-
securing straps with metal rings inside.

X X X X now

existing A0008400300 Mercedes-Benz roof box 450, opens on 
both sides, black, metallic

New design: expansive surfaces combine with crisp contours to create 
an interesting play of light and shadow.
New function: aluminium handle strip on each side for easier opening 
and closing. Maximum load capacity 75 kg.
More safety: optimised attachment to carrier bars outside, 3 load-
securing straps with metal rings inside.

X X X X now

Carrier systems | Roof-mounted carriers | Add-ons | Roof box accessories

existing A0008902193 Ski rack insert, for Mercedes-Benz roof box 
400, black

For up to 4 pairs of skis with max. length of 175 cm.
Please note:
- The figures indicate the maximum possible load and may differ, depen-
ding on the width and geometry of the skis and ski bindings.
- Distance between skis can be increased by rotating the ski retainers.

X X X X now
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Carrier systems | Rear-mounted carriers | Rear-mounted carriers for trailer coupling | Rear-mounted carriers for trailer coupling

existing A0008901100

Rear-mounted bicycle rack, for trailer cou-
pling, folding, 2 bicycles, ECE, aluminium /  
steel /  plastic, silver-coloured / anthracite 
/ black

Designed for the secure transport of 2 cycles.
Can be folded – compact dimensions (width x depth x height) 63.5 cm x 
65 cm x 40 cm.
Lockable to prevent theft.
Removable cycle holders with quick-release fasteners can be positioned 
to suit requirements. Convenient roller guide for maximum extension 
(access to load compartment), including safety unlocking mechanism 
and convenient release pedal. Solid steel base frame. Roller mechanism, 
cycle rails, retaining brackets and cycle holders in aluminium. Retaining 
brackets with quick-release fasteners – folding.
Convenient wheel mounts with quick adjustment feature and pump 
buckle straps with "park position" for the tensioning straps. Ball head 
receptacle for optimum safety. Maximum payload 60 kg (30 kg per 
cycle). Also suitable for ebikes.

X X X X now

existing A0008901200

Rear-mounted bicycle rack, for trailer cou-
pling, folding, 3 bicycles, ECE, aluminium /  
steel /  plastic, silver-coloured / anthracite 
/ black

Rear bicycle rack for trailer hitch – for 3 cycles. Simple, secure fitting, 
optimum safety. Tested to exacting Mercedes-Benz safety standards. 
Can be folded – compact dimensions (width x depth x height) 64.5 cm x 
73.5 cm x 47 cm. Lockable to prevent theft. Convenient wheel mounts 
with quick adjustment feature and pump buckle straps with "park posi-
tion" for the tensioning straps. Convenient, tried-and-tested ball head 
receptacle for optimum safety. Maximum payload 54 kg.

X X X X now

Carrier systems | Trailer couplings | Fold-away trailer coupling (mech. + electr.)

existing A2223100100 Trailer coupling, semi-automatic folding, 
with electrical kit, ECE, steel

Please note: Only for vehicles up until MY 2014 (804).

For vehicles from MY 2015 = A222 310 0200.
X X now

existing A2223100200 Trailer coupling, semi-automatic folding, 
without electrical kit, ECE, steel

W222 (07/13- ): Only for vehicles from MY 2015 (805).

For vehicles up until MY 2014 (804) = A222 310 0100.
X X now

new XXX Trailer coupling, semi-automatic folding 
design

Semi-automatic folding trailer coupling, specially for Mercedes-Benz 
vehicles. High corrosion protection. Maximum drawbar load 140 kg. X X XXX

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.
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Carrier systems | Trailer couplings | Adapter

existing A0008211856 Adapter, for trailer Adapter for trailer coupling. 13-pin socket to 7-pin plug. X X X X now
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Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 43.2 cm (17-inch)

existing A22240100027X45 15-spoke wheel, 43.2 cm (17 inch), 8 J x 17 
ET 41, vanadium silver Tyre size 245/55 R17. X X X X now

existing A22240108027X44 9-spoke wheel, 43.2 cm (17 inch), high-
sheen, 8 J x 17 ET 41, tremolite metallic Tyre size 255/45 R17. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

existing A22240109027X45 10-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 8 J x 18 
ET 41, vanadium silver Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240110027X21 7-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 41, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240111027X21 7-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 9.5 J x 18 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 275/45 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240119007X21 5-twin-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 
high-sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 41, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240120007X21
5-twin-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 18 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", 
grey

Tyre size 275/45 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240134007X45 5-twin-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 8 J x 
18 ET 41, vanadium silver Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

new A22240135007X23 10-hole wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 41, black Tyre size: 245/50 R18. X X X X now
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Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

existing A21740102027X21
5-triple-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 36, "Himalaya", 
grey

Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now

existing A21740103027X21
5-triple-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", 
grey

Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240103027X21 Multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 36, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240104027X21 Multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240113027X21
5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 36, "Himalaya", 
grey

Tyre size 245/45 R19 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240114027X21
5-twin-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", 
grey

Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240115027X45 Multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 8.5 J 
x 19 ET 36, vanadium silver Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240116027X45 Multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 9.5 J 
x 19 ET 43.5, vanadium silver Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240121027756 7-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 8.5 J x 
19 ET 36, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now
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existing A22240121027X45 7-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 8.5 J x 
19 ET 36, vanadium silver Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240122027756 7-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 9.5 J x 
19 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240122027X45 7-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 9.5 J x 
19 ET 43.5, vanadium silver Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

existing A21740100009293 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 
20 ET 36, thulium silver Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A21740101009293 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 
20 ET 43.5, thulium silver Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

new A21740102007X23 Multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J 
x 20 ET 38, silver-coloured / black

OE code 17R.
Tyre size: 245/40 R20 XL. X X X X now

new A21740103007X23 Multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J 
x 20 ET 38, silver-coloured / black

OE code 17R.
Tyre size: 275/35 R20 XL. X X X X shortly

existing A22240116007X15 10-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 20 
ET 36, silver-coloured Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240117007X15 10-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 20 
ET 43.5, silver-coloured Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 48.3 cm (19-inch)
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existing A22240117029293 Multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J 
x 20 ET 36, thulium silver Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240118029293 Multi-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J 
x 20 ET 43.5, thulium silver Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240122007X45 5-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 
20 ET 36.5, vanadium silver

Only for models with brake system > 17-inch!!
Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240123007X45 5-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 
20 ET 44, vanadium silver

Only for models with brake system > 17-inch!!
Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

new A22240138009293 5-triple-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 
J x 20 ET 36, thulium silver Tyre size: 245/40 R20 XL. X X X X now

new A22240139009293 5-triple-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 
J x 20 ET 43.5, thulium silver Tyre size: 275/35 R20 XL. X X X X now

new XXX 10-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 20 
ET 36, silver-coloured Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X XXX

new XXX 10-hole wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 20 
ET 43.5, silver-coloured Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X XXX

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

existing A22240109027X21 10-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 41, "Himalaya", grey High-sheen. Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra | Light-alloy wheels, optional extra, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
07/13

V222
07/17

W222
07/13

W222
07/17

XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.
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existing A22240124027X21 10-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), high-
sheen, 9.5 J x 18 ET 43.5, "Himalaya", grey High-sheen. Tyre size 275/45 R18. X X X X now

existing A22240134007X21 5-twin-spoke wheel, 45.7 cm (18 inch), 
high-sheen, 8 J x 18 ET 41, "Himalaya", grey Tyre size 245/50 R18. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

existing A22240125027X44 5-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 8.5 J x 19 ET 36, tremolite metallic High-sheen. Tyre size 245/45 R19. X X X X now

existing A22240126027X44 5-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), high-
sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 43.5, tremolite metallic High-sheen. Tyre size 275/40 R19. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

existing A21740100007X68 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 
20 ET 36, matt himalaya grey Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A21740101007X68 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 
20 ET 43.5, matt himalaya grey Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240122009293 5-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 8.5 J x 
20 ET 36.5, thulium silver

Only for models with brake system > 17-inch!!
Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240123009293 5-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), 9.5 J x 
20 ET 44, thulium silver

Only for models with brake system > 17-inch!!
Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 45.7 cm (18-inch)

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
07/13

V222
07/17

W222
07/13

W222
07/17
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existing A22240127027X19 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), high-
sheen, 8.5 J x 20 ET 36, palladium silver High-sheen. Tyre size 245/40 R 20 XL. X X X X now

existing A22240128027X19 10-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 inch), high-
sheen, 9.5 J x 20 ET 43.5, palladium silver High-sheen. Tyre size 275/35 R 20 XL. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Rim locks (light-alloy + steel)

existing A0019901707 Rim locks, M14 x 1.5 x 45, black

M14 x 1.5 x 45

Best possible way to protect light-alloy wheels from theft. 
Set consists of 4 locks and one key.

X X X X now

existing B66470156 Rim locks, M14 x 1.5 x 45, silver-coloured

M14 x 1.5 x 45

Best possible way to protect light-alloy wheels from theft. 
Set consists of 4 locks and one key.

X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Hub caps

existing A17140001255337 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, classic 
design, blue

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-
alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

existing A17140001257P70 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, classic 
design, grey

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-
alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

existing A17140001259040 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, classic 
design, black

A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to light-
alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

existing A22040001257258 Hub cap, raised star, matt himalaya grey A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to the 
light-alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Light-alloy wheels, accessories | Light-alloy wheels, accessories, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)

V222
07/13

V222
07/17

W222
07/13

W222
07/17
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existing A22040001257756 Hub cap, raised star, "Himalaya", grey A Mercedes-Benz hub cap provides a stylish finish for light-alloy wheels. 
Keeps the hub clean. X X X X now

existing A22040001259283 Hub cap, raised star, matt black A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to the 
light-alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

existing A22040001259771 Hub cap, raised star, titanium grey A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to the 
light-alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

existing A22240022009040 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, black A Mercedes-Benz hub cap always adds a stylish finishing touch to the 
light-alloy wheels. Protects the wheel hub from dirt. X X X X now

new A22240023007X15 Hub cap, large, silver-coloured
Large hub cap for the following wheels:
A2224015400 7X15
A2224015500 7X15

X X X X shortly

existing B66470120 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, blue Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X now

existing B66470200 Hub cap, raised star, black Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X X X now

existing B66470201 Hub cap, star with laurel wreath, black Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X now

existing B66470202 Hub cap, raised star, titanium silver Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Hub caps

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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existing B66470203 Hub cap, recessed star, gloss silver Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X X X now

existing B66470206 Hub cap, raised star, sterling silver Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X X X now

existing B66470207 Hub cap, raised star, chromed Visual enhancement for wheel. Keeps wheel hub clean. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Service | Tyre pressure gauge

existing B66588140 Tyre pressure gauge, black, plastic
Compact, analogue, high-precision tyre pressure gauge with wide scale 
for precise readings. Measuring range: 0.5 bar to 4.5 bar. Suitable for all 
motor vehicle tyre valves (also for cycle tyres with motor vehicle valve).

X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Valve caps

existing B66472002 Valve cap, set of 4, chrome

Black decorative caps for valves. Mercedes-Benz star logo embossed 
on head, beneath transparent plastic. Set of 4 in attractive presentation 
packaging. No stem, therefore suitable for all types of Passenger Car/
Van/Truck valves.

X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Vehicle tool kit | Vehicle tool kit

existing A1665806900 Vehicle tool kit
Vehicle tool kit – black bag containing the following tools: jack, wheel 
wrench, wheel centring bolt, chock, ratchet, socket wrench for ratchet, 
gloves, valve core extractor. Logo print on bag.

X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Emergency spare wheel bag

existing A0005851795 Emergency spare wheel bag, for interior, 
black

Bag, designed to provide safe way to store emergency spare wheel and 
secure it to the floor of the boot. X X X X now

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Hub caps

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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Visual refinements | Interior refinements | Door sill panels | Illuminated

existing A2226800001 Door sill panel, illuminated, front, set of 2, 
white, stainless steel

Elegant door sill panel in brushed stainless steel, with illuminated 
lettering. White illumination. X now

existing A2226800101 Door sill panel, illuminated, set of 4, front 
and rear, white, stainless steel

Elegant door sill panel in brushed stainless steel, with illuminated 
lettering. White illumination. X now

existing A2226803302 Door sill panel, illuminated, front, white, 
stainless steel

A distinctive, eye-catching accessory, whether in daylight or at night 
– "Mercedes-Benz" lettering illuminated in brilliant white, set in an 
elegantly machined stainless steel panel.

X X now

existing A2226803402 Door sill panel, illuminated, front, rear, 
white, stainless steel

A distinctive, eye-catching accessory, whether in daylight or at night 
– "Mercedes-Benz" lettering illuminated in brilliant white, set in an 
elegantly machined stainless steel panel.

X X now

Visual refinements | Interior refinements | Door sill panels | Illuminated, accessories

existing A2228200004 Door sill panel, illuminated, Electrical wiring 
harness, black Electrical wiring harness for illuminated door sill panel. X X now

existing A2228201500 Door sill panel, electrical, wiring harness, 
rear, black, in-house development Electrical wiring harness for illuminated door sill panel. X X now

Visual refinements | Interior refinements | Stainless steel pedals

existing A0002900200
Sports pedals in stainless steel, automatic 
models, with rubber studs, stainless steel, 
brushed

Eye-catching feature, sets vehicle apart. Refined, sporty look. For 
vehicles with automatic transmission.
Not for vehicles with Code 950/951, not for AMG model variants and 
not for plug-in hybrid drive with Code ME05.
Cannot be fitted from YoM 15/2.

X X now

existing A0002900500
Sports pedals in stainless steel, automatic 
models, with rubber studs, stainless steel, 
brushed, LHD/RHD

Pedal covers in brushed stainless steel with non-slip rubber stud panel. 
For vehicles with automatic transmission.
Not for AMG model variants or vehicles with AMG Line Interior (Code 
P29), AMG bodystyling (Code 772), AMG Sport, Plug-In Hybrid (Code 
ME06/ME05) or BlueEFFICIENCY Edition (Code P25).
W222 (07/13- ), V222 (07/13- ): Can only be fitted from YoM 15/2.

X X X X now

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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Passenger Car charging station | vehicle charging station | Wallbox

existing A0009060407 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with fixed charging 
cable

The Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with fixed charging cable is a charging 
station for private or commercial use at home or at a place of work. It 
allows fast, safe and convenient charging of battery electric and plug-in 
hybrid vehicles. With a charging capacity of up to 11 kW, your vehicle 
can be charged much faster and more conveniently than at a standard 
domestic power outlet. The extensive safety features of the Wallbox 
ensure reliable charging of your Mercedes-Benz passenger car as well. 
The fixed charging cable has a length of approx. 6 m. Technology: 
Integrated DC residual current monitor. Temperature management to 
prevent overheating. Degree of protection IP54. Charging cable lock: 
integrated locking mechanism ensures that charging cable cannot be 
pulled out during the charging process and that current will only flow if 
the vehicle is correctly connected to the Wallbox. Usage: Approved for 
outdoor and indoor use. Wallbox can be adjusted to available current. 
Integral LED lights and intuitive icons indicate Wallbox status (power/
charge status/fault). Improved cable management with locking of char-
ging plug in parking bay. Cable length approx. 6 m. Access authorisation 
controlled via key switch. Charging capacity of up to 11 kW/3-phase, 
230 V/400 V, 16 A.

X X now

existing A0009060507 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with charging 
socket

The Mercedes-Benz Wallbox is a charging station for private or commer-
cial use at home or at a place of work. It allows fast, safe and convenient 
charging of battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. With a charging 
capacity of up to 22 kW, your vehicle can be charged much faster 
and more conveniently than at a standard domestic power outlet. The 
extensive safety features of the Wallbox ensure reliable charging of your 
Mercedes-Benz passenger car as well. To charge your vehicle you will 
also require an optional Mode 3 charging cable. Technology: Integrated 
DC residual current monitor. Temperature management to prevent 
overheating. Degree of protection IP44. Charging cable lock: integrated 
locking mechanism ensures that charging cable cannot be pulled out 
during the charging process and that current will only flow if the vehicle 
is correctly connected to the Wallbox. Usage: Approved for outdoor and 
indoor use. Wallbox can be adjusted to available current. Integral LED 
lights and intuitive icons indicate Wallbox status (power/charge status/
fault). Access authorisation controlled via key switch. Charging capacity 
of up to 22 kW/3-phase, 230 V/400 V, 32 A.

X X now
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existing A0009060307 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with fixed charging 
cable

The Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with fixed charging cable is a charging 
station for private or commercial use at home or at a place of work. It 
allows fast, safe and convenient charging of battery electric and plug-in 
hybrid vehicles. With a charging capacity of up to 7.2 kW (32A), your 
vehicle can be charged much faster and more conveniently than at a 
standard domestic power outlet. The extensive safety features of the 
Wallbox ensure reliable charging of your Mercedes-Benz passenger car 
as well. The fixed charging cable has a length of approx. 7 m. Technology 
- Integrated DC residual current monitor - Temperature management to 
prevent overheating - Degree of protection IP54 - Charging cable lock: 
integrated locking mechanism ensures that charging cable cannot be 
pulled out during the charging process and that current will only flow 
if the vehicle is correctly connected to the Wallbox - Usage: Approved 
for outdoor and indoor use - Wallbox can be adjusted to available 
current - Integral LED lights and intuitive icons indicate Wallbox status 
(power/charge status/fault) - Improved cable management with locking 
of charging plug in parking bay - Cable length approx. 7 m - Access 
authorisation controlled via key switch - Charging capacity of up to 7.2 
kW / single or split phase, 220/240 V, 32A, 50 Hz

X X now

existing A0009060607 Mercedes-Benz Wallbox with shutter 
charging socket

The Mercedes-Benz Wallbox is a charging station for private or com-
mercial use at home or at a place of work. It allows fast, safe and 
convenient charging of battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. With 
a charging capacity of up to 22 kW, your vehicle can be charged much 
faster and more conveniently than at a standard domestic power outlet. 
The extensive safety features of the Wallbox ensure reliable charging of 
your Mercedes-Benz passenger car as well. To charge your vehicle you 
will also require an optional Mode 3 charging cable. Technology: Shutter 
charging socket for Spain, Great Britain, France, Northern Ireland. 
Integrated DC residual current monitor. Temperature management to 
prevent overheating. Degree of protection IP44. Charging cable lock: 
integrated locking mechanism ensures that charging cable cannot be 
pulled out during the charging process and that current will only flow if 
the vehicle is correctly connected to the Wallbox. Usage: Approved for 
outdoor and indoor use. Wallbox can be adjusted to available current. 
Integral LED lights and intuitive icons indicate Wallbox status (power/
charge status/fault). Cable management. Access authorisation con-
trolled via key switch. Charging capacity of up to 22 kW/3-phase, 230 
V/400 V, 32 A.

X X now

Passenger Car charging station | vehicle charging station | Wallbox
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Passenger Car charging station | vehicle charging station | charging cable

existing A0005833898 Charging cable for wallbox and Type 2 
public charging stations (Mode 3, 1-phase)

Charging cable for Type 2 Wallbox and public charging stations (Mode 3, 
1-phase), 20 A, 4.6 kW, 8 m, straight. X X now
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Model cars | Model cars, 1:87

existing B66960150 S-Class, Saloon, anthracite blue, Herpa, 
1:87

Hand-assembled precision model made up of over 50 individual parts. 
Length approx. 5.5 cm. In authentic paintwork colour. Scale H0. Accu-
rate reproduction of interior.

X now

existing B66960151 S-Class, Saloon, diamond silver, Herpa, 
1:87

Hand-assembled precision model made up of over 50 individual parts. 
Length approx. 5.5 cm. In authentic paintwork colour. Scale H0. Accu-
rate reproduction of interior.

X now

existing B66960152 S-Class, Saloon, magnetite black, Herpa, 
1:87

Hand-assembled precision model made up of over 50 individual parts. 
Length approx. 5.5 cm. In authentic paintwork colour. Scale H0. Accu-
rate reproduction of interior.

X now

Model cars | Model cars, 1:43

existing B66960402 Mercedes-AMG S 65, iridium silver magno, 
Minimax, 1:43

Driving performance in its most attractive form: this miniature model 
of the Mercedes-AMG S 65 is certain to appeal to collectors. Created 
using the original CAD data, the top-class, sporty model, based on the 
variant with First-Class rear suite, brims with detail and is finished in 
an authentic paintwork colour. The high-quality, decorated interior with 
its accurate reproduction of all of the interior details further underlines 
the model's premium character. The precision model is mounted 
on a printed base in a presentation box and is supplied in attractive 
Mercedes-Benz designer packaging in the AMG layout. - model series: S 
65 AMG - scale: 1:43 - material: resin with plastic parts - length: approx. 
12.3 cm - hand-assembled from over 48 individual parts - by Minimax for 
Mercedes-Benz - limited edition of 1000

X now

Model cars | Model cars, 1:18

existing B66962299 S-Class, Saloon, diamond silver, Norev, 1:18

Hand-assembled precision model, made up of over 115 individual 
parts. Length approx. 29 cm. High-quality printed interior with accurate 
reproduction of every detail. 6 opening parts (doors, bonnet, boot). S 
500 variant, V222.

X now
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new XXX S-Class, selenite grey, Norev, 1:18

This diecast zinc miniature model of the new S-Class V222 was created 
using the original CAD data and brims with detail. From the AMG Line, 
panoramic sliding sunroof, LED Intelligent Light System and First-Class 
rear suite to the AMG 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, no element has been 
overlooked. The hand-assembled precision model by Norev is finished 
in an authentic paintwork colour and features six moving parts. The 
doors, bonnet and boot can be opened, allowing closer inspection of the 
high-quality interior. The model is supplied in attractive Mercedes-Benz 
designer packaging, which includes a screwdriver and a glove. - model 
series: S-Class - V222 - scale: 1:18 - material: diecast zinc with plastic 
parts - length: approx. 29 cm - hand-assembled from over 145 indivi-
dual parts - doors, bonnet and boot lid can be opened - by Norev for 
Mercedes-Benz

X X XXX

new XXX S-Class, obsidian black, Norev, 1:18

This diecast zinc miniature model of the new S-Class V222 was created 
using the original CAD data and brims with detail. From the AMG Line, 
panoramic sliding sunroof, LED Intelligent Light System and First-Class 
rear suite to the AMG 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, no element has been 
overlooked. The hand-assembled precision model by Norev is finished 
in an authentic paintwork colour and features six moving parts. The 
doors, bonnet and boot can be opened, allowing closer inspection of the 
high-quality interior. The model is supplied in attractive Mercedes-Benz 
designer packaging, which includes a screwdriver and a glove. - model 
series: S-Class - V222 - scale: 1:18 - material: diecast zinc with plastic 
parts - length: approx. 29 cm - hand-assembled from over 145 indivi-
dual parts - doors, bonnet and boot lid can be opened - by Norev for 
Mercedes-Benz

X X XXX

Model cars | Model cars, 1:18

  Initial accessories range S-Class (W/V222)
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XXX: Product still in planning. Details to be included in a future issue of the I-News.


